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Deı˘neko and Woeginger (Discrete Appl. Math. 99 (2000) 413–425, Theorem 3.2) have shown that the maximum traveling
salesman problem (MaxTSP) on symmetric Demidenko matrices isNP-hard. They proved this by the following polynomial
transformation of theNP-complete Hamiltonian Cycle Problem in Bipartite Graphs (cf. [3]) to the decision version of the
MaxTSP. Let G= (A ∪ B,E) be a bipartite graph with A= {a1, a2, . . . , ak}, B = {b1, b2, . . . , bk}, and E ⊆ A× B. From G
they created an instance of the MaxTSP with n= 2k cities as follows:
cij =−2k(2k + 2− i − j) and ck+i,k+j =−2k(k + i + k + j) for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Furthermore, if there is an edge between ai and bj in the bipartite graph G, they set ci,k+j = ck+j,i = 1; otherwise, they set
ci,k+j = ck+j,i = 0 for 1 i, jk. They have proved that G has a Hamiltonian cycle iff this instance has a TSP tour of length
2k.
Deı˘neko and Woeginger [2] showed that the 2k × 2k matrix C = (cij ) constructed above is a symmetric Demidenko matrix.
In the sequel, we demonstrate that it is also a van der Veen matrix, thus answering their open question about the complexity of
the MaxTSP on this class. A symmetric n× nmatrix C = (cij ) is called a van der Veen matrix (cf. [1]) if it fulﬁlls the condition
cij + cst cit + cjs for all 1 i < j < s < tn (1)
or equivalently cij + cj+1,t cit + cj,j+1 for all 1 i < j < j + 1< tn. In general, the class of van der Veen matrices is not
contained in the class of symmetric Demidenko matrices, and vice versa (see e.g., [1]).




going from city i′ to j ′ a crossing arc if either i′k and j ′k + 1, or i′k + 1 and j ′k. By the
deﬁnition of the distance matrix C, all crossing arcs have non-negative length while the remaining (i.e., non-crossing) arcs have
negative length. Furthermore, the length of a (crossing) arc is at most 1. Let 1 i < j < s < t2k be the four indices as in (1).
We consider the following cases:
Case 1: If ik + 1, then cij + cst =−2k(i + j + s + t)= cit + cjs .
Case 2: If ik and jk+ 1, then cij + cst 1− 2k(s + t) − 2k(s + j)cit + cjs since t > j and 〈i, t〉 is a crossing arc.
Case 3: If jk and sk + 1, then cij + cst  − 2k(2k + 2− i − j)− 2k(s + t) < 0cit + cjs since both 〈i, t〉 and 〈j, s〉
are crossing arcs.
Case 4: If sk and tk+ 1, then cij + cst  − 2k(2k+ 2− i − j)+ 1 − 2k(2k+ 2− s − j)cit + cjs since s > i and
〈i, t〉 is a crossing arc.
Case 5: If tk, then cij + cst =−2k(4k + 4− i − j − s − t)= cit + cjs .
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Since in all possible cases inequality (1) is satisﬁed, matrix C is indeed a van derVeen matrix too.As a consequence, the proof
of Theorem 3.2 in [2] establishes that the MaxTSP staysNP-hard even on the class of distance matrices which satisfy both the
van der Veen and Demidenko conditions.
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